Bristol Going for Gold Area of Excellence:
Growing the Good Food Movement
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1. Context
In making its bid to become a Gold Sustainable Food City, Bristol recognises the huge potential that lies in finding
ways to enable everyone to participate in the future of food in the city. Publicly communicated as ‘Bristol Going for
Gold’, the city’s bid has at its heart an initiative to mobilise people where they are—at home, at work, in their
communities—and create a space in which a Good Food Movement can exist and thrive, grow in visibility and status,
and open new, simple routes for people to take action that will embed systemic change. By engaging with a range of
audiences on a number of key food themes, the initiative aims to build a stronger Movement whose momentum will
positively impact food in the city for decades to come.
But Bristol Going for Gold is just one of countless ways in which individuals and organisation across Bristol are
throwing open the doors of the city’s Good Food Movement, strengthening it, and putting it to work to make food in
Bristol fairer, healthier and more sustainable for the long term. Indeed, a great part of the strength in Bristol’s Good
Food Movement in recent years lies in the spread of activity across different key organisations and different settings.
The food agenda is truly embedded in the city—its institutions, businesses and communities—and its future is made
less vulnerable by the many organisations who champion it. Though we have attempted to acknowledge many of the
key players in this Movement through the Bristol Going for Gold website, the web of Bristol’s Good Food Movement
is cast so widely across the city, and reaches so deep into communities, that to name them all and their activities
would be impossible; many of the people making the deepest impact do so with little fanfare beyond their
immediate sphere.
Bristol Going for Gold attempts to capture the spirit of the Good Food Movement that has gained Bristol an
international reputation as a sustainable food city, a place of diverse food cultures, a hub of innovation and
collaboration, and that invites people in to be part of the city’s food community.

2. Who is the Good Food Movement?
i.

Convenors of Bristol’s Good Food Movement

Many of the key organisations that hold Bristol’s food agenda have acted as convenors of the Movement, inviting
people and organisations to connect, deepen their understanding and progress its impact.
Bristol Going for Gold and its coordinating partners—Bristol Food Network, Bristol Green Capital Partnership, Bristol
City Council and Resource Futures—are just a handful of significant organisations and initiatives that create a
platform for Bristol’s Good Food Movement to come together, through meetings and conferences, networking
events, membership organisations and public festivals. For example:








Feeding Bristol convenes organisations working to combat food poverty; has a Stakeholder Engagement
Group and is developing the Food Equality Strategy & Action Plan with BCC. Held a conference in 2021 to
address food equality issues in Bristol.
Bristol Food Producers has a membership of over 50 local food growers, producers, retailers, restaurants,
third sector and business supporters, representing the mutual interests of their members, with the aim to
support and increase local food production.
Bristol Green Capital Partnership has a membership of nearly 1000 organisations who have pledged to work
towards the shared vision of a sustainable Bristol with a high-quality of life for all, and identify food as one of
their five core themes.
Bristol Green Capital Partnership host monthly ‘Green Mingles’, not only for their members, but for anyone
wanting to connect with people interested in Bristol as a sustainable city.
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The Bristol Going for Gold Steering Group is a regular meeting of strategic organisations across all themes
identified in Bristol’s Good Food Plan, with a view to accelerating systemic change relating to each theme in
the run up to the Gold Sustainable Food Places bid.
The Food Waste Action Group, a sub-group of the Bristol Going for Gold bid, convenes stakeholders to work
towards eliminating food waste in Bristol. The group itself has given rise to further sub-groups, such as the
Bristol Food Redistribution Group, bringing together surplus and waste food outlets and emergency food
providers to ensure that surplus food is reaching the organisation best placed to make use of it.
A workshop entitled Building a Good Food Movement was held in December 2020 to bring together key
food Movement organisations in the city to discuss the future and direction of Bristol’s Good Food
Movement.
Grow Wilder convene the Land and Food Forum, discussing access to land, local food production and
sustainable food systems.
Local sustainable restaurant Poco have convened chefs and stakeholders in Bristol in support of the Chefs’
Manifesto.
Food Connections Festival continues to host a series of public events relating to sustainable food in venues
across the city.
Bristol Food Network’s Get Growing Trail pulls together fruit and vegetable growing spaces across the city,
giving the public the opportunity to explore and take part in activities in the city's community allotments,
orchards, smallholdings, mini market gardens, city farms, and productive parks.

ii.

Traction at a city level

The connectedness of some of Bristol’s key policy structures to the food agenda is another way in which the Good
Food Movement is becoming embedded in city. Sustainable Food, most recently under the banner of Bristol Going
for Gold, has been championed by the City Environment Board, and votes one of three city priorities. It has been
written into the business plans of several City Council departments for the 20/21 financial year. There are food
targets in the One City Plan, allowing for specific dialogue with the six One City Boards. The Chair of Bristol Going for
Gold Steering Group is Cllr Asher Craig, one of the city’s Deputy Mayors - a strong champion and advocate for the
food agenda. The COVID-19 response has also put food security and the food economy firmly on the city’s agenda,
leaving open the path ahead to develop further strategic alignment and a strong legacy, and resulting in the
Council’s support in the development of a Food Equality Strategy and Action Plan with partners Feeding Bristol.

iii.

Unstoppable Grassroots

The glue that holds Bristol’s Good Food Movement together, driving the organisations and structures of the
Movement, as well as being supported by them, is the renowned and thriving grassroots food movement. This is
visible across the city, from packed allotments, to the constant emergence of new food businesses - even in the most
adverse circumstances, localised schemes to rescue unwanted food, to neighbourhood efforts to share meals. Bristol
is a hub of Good Food activity, and the proactive, makeshift nature of the Movement invites an ever-increasing
number of people in, and demands that the city follows its lead.
In early 2021, Bristol held its first Citizens Assembly. Sixty residents, randomly selected to reflect Bristol’s population,
met online over four weekends to discuss three issues: climate change and housing, transport, and health
inequalities. Their remit was to agree recommendations on how Bristol recovers from COVID-19 and creates a better
future for all. Three of the health inequalities recommendations relate to food.
Following this successful pilot, current elected Mayor, Marvin Rees committed to embed Citizens Assemblies into
Bristol City Council’s corporate annual planning cycle. There will be a second Citizens Assembly in autumn 2021, with
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a commitment to frame a session around the topic of food. This is a clear acknowledgement by BCC leaders that
policy solutions to complex challenges need the active participation of citizens.

3. Defining Bristol’s Good Food Movement and building on its strong foundations
Bristol’s Good Food Movement has several characteristics that make up its foundations, each of which demonstrates
how it is thriving and embedded throughout the city. It is these characteristics, and the desire to build on them, that
have fuelled Bristol Going for Gold. Many of the strengths and learnings of the initiative can be seen as contributing
to these characteristics, too.
Characteristic
Communicative

How has Bristol Going for Gold
attempted to build on this?
Reaching out to different people
and organisations with widespread,
impactful and accessible
communications.

Learnings
●

●

Collaborative

Inclusive

Providing opportunities for people
and organisations to work together
on shared activities, and sharing and
offering support and resources
(including funding).

Proactively inviting diverse voices
into the Movement, and building a
platform on which to represent that
diversity.

●

●

●

●

●

Active

Inspiring people and organisations
to take practical actions on a wide
range of food issues.

●

Invest time and money in
creating and promoting a
platform where diverse voices
from across the Good Food
Movement can tell their stories.
Develop a strong and consistent
brand, with clear calls to action
that are appropriate for
different audiences.

Create a partnership of a
diverse range of organisations –
from grassroots to business
networks and city institutions.
If possible, assign partner
organisations to lead
engagement with the audiences
that are most relevant to them.

Work with community
organisations, especially those
with food as a focus, right from
the beginning – co-design the
campaign with them and make
sure they understand how to
get involved.
Be especially proactive in
uncovering the needs and
existing activity in communities
whose voices are often left out
of conversations on sustainable
food.
Consider what is visible and
what still needs to become
more visible.
Make sure the actions you
design for individuals and
organisations are appropriate
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for different levels of
engagement. Include entry-level
actions as well as more
challenging ones.

Innovative

Trying out new approaches and
ideas to reach new audiences and
find solutions to challenges.

●

●

Adaptive

Adapting campaigns, projects and
initiatives to reflect and meet
changing needs.

●

Transformative

Supporting and developing
strategies and policies that create
the conditions for a fairer, healthier,
more resilient and sustainable food
system.

●

●

Don’t be afraid to experiment
on a small scale to see what
works for different audiences.
Talk to partners and networks
to find out the best way to
reach into communities.
Be aware of changing needs
within and across communities,
and make sure your work
remains relevant to them.
Clearly defined core themes
allow you to retain consistency,
whilst specific campaigns let
you adapt your messages to
reflect current concerns.
Foster political buy-in to
influence strategies and policies
that support fair, healthy,
resilient and sustainable food
systems. For example, invite
Councillors into your
partnership.
Link with local universities and
expert consultancies to research
and evaluate transformative
solutions to food issues.

4. Growing the Good Food Movement through Bristol’s Bid for Gold
The aim to see Bristol awarded Gold Sustainable Food City status presented an ideal opportunity not only to raise
awareness of and gain support for the bid itself, but also to engage more people on food issues, and in so doing
invite more people into the city’s Good Food Movement.
By giving more people insight and access into the Movement through the Bristol Going for Gold initiative, the
development of Bristol’s Good Food Movement would be strengthened and accelerated. Its approach has been to
seek ways to add clarity to the concept of good or sustainable food, and to give various audiences a tangible way to
understand and participate in the food system.
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i.

A holistic approach

Through Bristol Going for Gold, Bristol has become perhaps the first city in the UK to attempt a holistic approach to
engagement in its food system. The initiative is ambitious in its scope, encouraging people to discover more about
food across a range of themes that, between them, capture all the core aspects of a sustainable food city, and then
to take action to make positive changes towards each theme. Moreover, the initiative is ambitious in its reach,
seeking to engage as diverse an audience as possible, and to demonstrate that every individual, and every
organisation—even those whose primary business is not food—has a critical role to play in the future of food in our
city. By encouraging and enabling action from a wide range of key actors in the city and beyond, Bristol Going for
Gold attempts to safeguard and build on the success of Bristol’s Good Food Movement through greater
collaboration, deeper collective awareness and more widespread activity.

ii.

Website

A major focal point for the initiative is the bespoke
website, which itself aims to be a space for Bristol’s
Good Food Movement to exist virtually. It takes as its
starting point the Bristol Good Food Plan of 2013,
mapping its main themes over into an interactive
virtual tool. It draws on the plan’s ‘whole food system’
approach, and the critical objectives identified in the
plan to achieve a healthier, fairer and more
sustainable food culture for Bristol.
In its original format, the website acts as a tool
through which individuals, food and non-food
organisations can discover a range of actions to take
at home, in the workplace and in the community. The
actions are divided into six different ‘key themes’,
which between them make up a holistic approach to
solving food issues for a more sustainable food city.
By requiring users to register, and asking them to log
actions that they have taken, or plan to take, it also
creates a means through which the city can measure
participation in the food Movement. With activity
broken down by audience and by theme, some insight
can be gained into the make-up of the food
Movement and into how people are engaging with
different food issues.
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iii.

Capturing and sharing stories from Bristol’s Good Food Movement

In its ‘Stories’ section, the website acts as a repository of stories from Bristol’s Good Food Movement. Carrying, to
date, over 160 stories, this is one of Bristol’s richest sources on insight into the Good Food Movement, capturing a
wealth of activity from every angle of the food Movement, and from a hugely diverse array of contributors
representing communities, food and non-food organisations, and policy makers and Movements. The collection is
truly representative of the scale, scope and variety of participation in the Movement, and an inspirational source of
material to drive further participation.

iv.

Tailored engagement and communications to capture the whole city

Though it has evolved and adapted over the course of the initiative, the very existence of a communications
strategy, campaigns plan and supporting communications documents for Bristol Going for Gold has set the initiative
apart in its ambition to capture the food Movement and share it with the city. The communications and engagement
approach of Bristol Going for Gold has focussed on drawing as wide an audience as possible into the Good Food
Movement. Recognising from the outset that different audiences are affected by the city’s food system in different
ways, and have different priorities for its future, communications wherever possible have been tailored to suit not
only the three audiences addressed on the website—individuals, food and non-food organisations—but also
communities and community organisations that serve them, and strategic actors on the city, such as policy makers
and key organisations in the city’s food and sustainability landscape.
Supporting this approach, the coordinating partners of Bristol Going for Gold have been well-placed to reach specific
audiences: Bristol Food Network’s access to the existing food community, Bristol Green Capital Partnership’s
extensive experience in speaking to business audiences, and—through Bristol City Council—access to a range of
communications channels, including those relating to Public Health, Business Improvement Districts and Community
Development. Resource Futures—waste and resource consultancy—is well-placed to coordinate and drive
engagement on food waste, as a chosen area of excellence for the bid. The wider group of supporting partners
captures yet more vital skills and networks: Feeding Bristol’s proactive approach to promoting food equality and
addressing food insecurity, and the unparalleled knowledge and reach of Incredible Edible, Avon Wildlife Trust and
Bristol Food Producers in making Bristol a hub of nature-friendly urban growing, for the benefit public and producers
alike. This way of working involves building relationships of mutual understanding and trust, developing operational
structures, and instigating and encouraging practical collaboration.
For much of the duration of the initiative, engagement has been divided amongst specialist leads, either from
coordinating partners or specially recruited roles, each tasked with making Bristol’s Good Food Movement more
accessible to their audience. Their approaches, some of which were only in the early stages of implementation by
January 2020, have been adapted dramatically due to the events of that year.
Public Engagement: In its first phase, this role was intended to ensure the visibility of Bristol Going for Gold, and the
Good Food Movement, across the city; finding high profile public events to at which to raise awareness not only of
the bid for gold but, more importantly, to encourage people to take positive food actions, log them through the
website and, in so doing, become part of Bristol’s Good Food Movement. The role is carried out by a food
communications expert, capable of finding engaging ways to involve people from varied demographics on food
issues and the future of food in Bristol. The role would be supported by a contingent of volunteers, found
predominantly from the local universities, and is resourced with budget for engagement materials.
Note on 2020: The approach taken in this role underwent total transformation due to the impacts of COVID-19,
reflected in the changing nature of the Bristol Going for Gold campaign itself, addressed later in this report.
Community Engagement: Following a review commissioned in early 2020 to help identify the most appropriate
approach to community engagement, the role of Community Engagement Lead was created with built-in flexibility to
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seek out the best ways to raise awareness of Bristol’s Gold Sustainable Food City bid in communities, encourage
action on food in diverse communities across the city, and to grow the Good Food Movement from within
communities at a grassroots level. The lead would work with key local community organisations, Community
Development, and organisations working at a community level across the city, to hear about the food issues that
most affect communities in Bristol and find meaningful ways to connect those issues with the Movement towards a
more sustainable food city.
Note on 2020: When the pandemic hit, and the emergency food response got underway in the city, our Community
Engagement Lead sought ways to facilitate community organisations in their activity. This included compiling a
comprehensive list of resources to help them navigate difficulties in their operations, establishing a ‘community
switchboard’ mailing list where organisations could exchange asks and offers of support, and also seeking out stories
from across Bristol to raise the profile of those helping to feed the city. The re-recruitment of this role due to a
vacancy, and the impacts of the Black Lives Matter Movement, further changed the approach of this role, addressed
later in this report.
Non-Food Organisations Engagement: Bristol has a history of interest and involvement in green issues by
organisations of all sizes and sectors. This is demonstrated by the existence and size of Bristol Green Capital
Partnership (BGCP), a unique network of over 1,000 member organisations, all with an interest in, and commitment
to, taking action on the climate and ecological crises. Members range from small community groups to large
businesses and institutions such as law firms, universities, and NHS Trusts. The Partnership was therefore wellplaced to engage a variety of non-food sector organisations in the Bristol Going for Gold bid, utilising its existing
network, communication channels and established relationships. Over and above the designated actions for nonfood sector organisations on the initiative’s website, BGCP ran various engagement activities to support, inspire and
encourage organisations to take action and share what they were doing with their employees, peers, and the public.
Organisations logging activity under all themes were recognised on the website as ‘Going for Gold Champions’,
incentivising the implementation of new actions and raising their profile in the Movement.
Note on 2020: Each of their members presented with its own unique set of challenges during the pandemic, BGCP
have taken care to adapt the tone of their engagement during the pandemic, shifting the focus of their message on
to how organisations can support homeworkers, the local community and the local economy. Their approach
recognises the limitations many of their members face at this time, and aims to maintain engagement in the city’s
food Movement by making actions accessible, achievable and relevant to the current circumstances.
Food Sector Engagement: Bristol Going for Gold’s food sector engagement both sought to encourage food
businesses from across the sector to take steps towards more sustainable practice and so become part of Bristol’s
Good Food Movement, and to showcase and champion the local food economy, particularly businesses engaged in
innovative or replicable sustainable practice. Though businesses could access an assessment and guidance through
the website themselves, at the beginning of 2020 the Food Sector Engagement Lead began to take a one-to-one
approach with eateries, and developed a simpler form of pledge to make it easier for businesses to get involved. The
local food economy has been championed through Bristol Going for Gold’s stories page and its social media
channels, including promotion of new businesses, celebrating success, educating on reasons to buy local and
competitions to encourage Bristol Going for Gold actions by offering local produce prizes.
Note on 2020: The devastating effect of the pandemic on the hospitality industry severely curtailed this aspect of the
Bristol Going for Gold campaign. Since this period, the focus has been on promoting the local food economy,
including producing a short film to highlight different ways individuals can support local food production and retail.
Through the website, businesses are encouraged to sign up to the Bristol Eating Better Award - a free, voluntary
award scheme for food businesses and other food providers to demonstrate they are committed to offering
healthier food, sourced, prepared and served in a sustainable way.
Strategic Engagement: From the outset, the importance of embedding the aims of Bristol Going for Gold in the city’s
long term sustainability agenda has been seen as a way of ensuring that food remains a high priority in city planning
for the future. The Strategic Engagement Lead has championed the initiative, its campaigns, and policy progression
on its themes by building strategic relationships and maintaining a deep understanding of the mechanisms that will
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further the good food agenda. This top-level embedding of the food agenda, alongside grassroots and organisational
activity, is seen as critical in growing the Good Food Movement.
Note on 2020: The emergency response to the pandemic made priorities of food security and the local food
economy at a city level, and opened new pathways for strategic engagement, and the creation of a positive legacy
on food. With Bristol’s Elected Mayor keen to build a recovery around environment, inclusion, equalities, health and
wellbeing, and a strong local economy, and many positively aligned city strategies in place, the aim now is to develop
a Bristol Good Food 2030 plan that will fully embed food in the city agenda for the next decade. Our hope is to
connect this strategic planning with the grassroots Movement by opening pathways and communication between
the two, as explored further below.

v.

Embedding change through Theme Leads

Alongside the nuanced communications approach, roles for specific Theme Leads—some with working groups—
were created at the outset of the initiative. Their function is to accelerate systemic change in Bristol relating to food
waste, procurement, food equality, eating better and urban growing, by facilitating collaboration, working with local
organisations and authorities and stimulating activity in Bristol’s Good Food Movement.

vi.

Language

The language used across all communications relating to Bristol Going for Gold has been deliberately chosen to be
inclusive, and to open up and demystify Bristol’s Good Food Movement. It avoids jargon, is positive and proactive,
and wherever possible reflects the collective nature of the Movement, using the first person plural in reference to
the entire city. The aim through all communications is to frame food sustainability in a light relevant and accessible
to those who are not already engaged, whilst still providing interest and inspiration to those who have an existing
connection.

vii.

Social Media

Social media—specifically Facebook, Instagram and Twitter—has been seen as an important engagement tool from
the outset, when used alongside other channels. The Bristol Going for Gold accounts have been kept active and
current throughout, with particular emphasis on highlighting the breadth of activity in Bristol’s Good Food
Movement, celebrating positive action and collaboration, and inviting people to explore the actions and resources
provided through Bristol Going for Gold and its associated campaigns. Hashtags relating to the bid and the
campaigns have helped to generate momentum on social media and give Bristol’s Good Food Movement a stronger
online presence.
viii.

Ambassadors

A number of locally and nationally high profile
individuals—such as Miranda Krestovnikoff, Shane
Jordan and Hugh Fearnley-Whittingstall—were asked
to lend their voice to the Bristol Going for Gold
campaign (and its subsequent campaigns), by acting
as recognisable ambassadors for the initiative on
social media, local press and on the blog. Their
involvement was intended to increase reach, and add
weight to the messages of the initiative through their
endorsements.
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5. The impact of 2020
The arrival of the COVID-19 pandemic, and the resulting lockdown across the UK in March 2020, forced the Bristol
Going for Gold communications team to re-evaluate the focus of the initiative’s communications strategy. Since
then, two campaigns have reflected distinct phases of the initiative, and of the public sentiment relating to the
pandemic. These campaigns have been testament to the flexible and adaptive approach of the initiative, which has
maintained its relevance throughout this extraordinary time in history.

i.

Bristol Food Kind

Excerpts from the Bristol Good Film Series

In the immediate aftermath of the announcement of the first UK lockdown, the decision was made to take the focus
away from promoting action towards gaining an award for the city. Recognising the collective sense of bewilderment
and uncertainty, and the need for kindness at home and in communities, the team behind Bristol Going for Gold
launches a new campaign called Bristol Food Kind (#BristolFoodKind). It sought to explore themes relating to good
food in a way that was sympathetic and relevant to people’s lives in lockdown, promoting positive behaviours that
could be done from home, with a particular emphasis on the benefits to mental health. Still structured around the
six key food themes, but subtly reframed, greater emphasis was placed on those most accessible to those confined
to the home: growing at home (Urban Growing), making the most of your food (Food Waste), cooking from scratch
(Eating Better) and supporting local food businesses (Buying Better). The shift in focus tapped into what was
naturally emerging, and highlighted the continued, if not increased, relevance of these fundamental facets of a
sustainable food city, and their deep connection to self-care and community.
During this campaign, the team began to explore ways to engage people with the Good Food Movement from home,
using social media to encourage people to share their own ways of being kind through food using #BristolFoodKind ,
creating a series of Bristol Good Food films to watch and share that capture Bristol’s thriving and individual food
community, and hosting a series of streamed food film nights, and webinars designed for those at the very start of
their journey into the Good Food Movement.
During this time, the Bristol Going for Gold website remained accessible, though pages were updated to
acknowledge the limitations during lockdown, and to redirect people to the Emergency Response pages, hosted on
the Bristol Food Network website.
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ii.

Bristol Bites Back Better

Once the first lockdown in England lifted, and living in the pandemic became the ‘new normal’, the Bristol Going for
Gold comms team began to prepare a new campaign to ensure continued relevance of the themes of the bid. The
campaign which emerged—Bristol Bites Back Better—launched in November 2020, with a view to continuing as the
central campaign of the bid up to and beyond submission. It frames taking positive action on food as a proactive way
of playing a part in the more immediate recovery from COVID-19, and also encourages people to play an active role
in Bristol’s Good Food Movement now to lay the foundations for a decade of bettering our food system.
Unlike Bristol Food Kind, which was predominantly based on social media, Bristol Bites Back Better has become an
overriding cover campaign for the Gold bid, involving significant changes to the website in appearance and
messaging, and also in the way each audience can interact with the website. This includes:








Removing the requirement for individuals to
register and log actions, in order to make
taking action a less onerous task. Activity will
be monitored by page visits and resource
download, rather than relying on selfreporting.
Themes have been given more context and
made relevant to the current situation.
Suggested actions are backed up with
resources and activities to download.
Non-food organisations can choose to take a
limited number of immediately relevant
‘Bristol Bites Back Better actions’, before
progressing on to the broader range of actions
for Bristol Going for Gold, many of which are
not feasible for most organisations during the
pandemic.
Given the extreme pressure all food sector
organisations are under, either through
incapacity to continue trading or through
increased demand, they are not asked to
register and submit evidence. Instead food
sector organisations are invited to let their
story be told through the blog, to access
resources, or—if in position to do so—apply
for a Bristol Eating Better Award.

Bristol Bites Back Better has been reinforced by a strong public engagement campaign, taking advantage of the
channels available during a long period of national restrictions and further lockdown. Through each element of the
campaign, the emphasis has been on reaching audiences that may not ordinarily be given the opportunity to engage
with the topic of the local food system.
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Launch competition and postcard distribution: The
initial launch of the campaign was promoted by the
distribution of 15,000 postcards around the city. The
postcards incentivised visiting the website by offering
the opportunity to win one of five £25 food vouchers
from a diverse range of outlets in the city. Entrants
were asked to share their thoughts on what food
activity they would like to be part of in their
community, and to nominate local food hero
individuals and organisations. Postcards were
distributed through partners and channels whose
reach is predominantly with individuals and
communities that may typically be excluded from
discourse on sustainable food systems.

Poster Campaign: Using the rebranded Bristol Good Food Films as a focal point, a poster campaign ran at nine
locations across the city in January 2021, and a further ten locations in April on 60 x 40” bill posters, as well as 60 A3
posters at several more sites. The posters featured Bristol residents and workers who had appeared in the films and
highlighted how local people were taking positive action at home and through their work to build a more resilient
food system for Bristol; a QR code linked directly to the films on the website. Locations were chosen based on likely
foot traffic (central locations), or for their proximity to neighbourhoods where residents may typically be excluded
from discourse on sustainable food systems, though choice was limited by availability of donated poster sites.

Press: Following the initial launch of the campaign, which was picked up by local press and radio, the decision was
taken to work with a Bristol-based press professional to support continued engagement with Bristol Bites Back
Better, and to raise the profile of the campaign in the city. HerStoryPR succeeded in maintaining a consistent
presence for the campaign in local media, finding hooks to highlight the campaign’s relevance to the recovery from
the pandemic, and to questions of diversity and community resilience.
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Online events: Our Public Engagement Lead continued to host a series of online webinars, exploring topics such as
cooking and eating for joy and health, and taking a closer look at a community market garden in one of Bristol’s most
deprived areas. Following the results of the survey taken at launch, which showed an overwhelming desire from
people to be able to convene with their communities around food, in March 2021 a series of weekly online
community meals was held, inviting people to bring their own meals and encouraging discussion around food in a
series of ‘breakout tables’.
Join the Conversation: Once the initial campaign had launched and was underway, the team began to explore ways
to invite more voices into the conversation on the local food system, with the particular aim of informing a Good
Food 2030 Plan, and connecting individuals, communities and the grassroots food Movement with strategic local
food planning for the coming decade. ‘Join the Conversation’ became the lead call to action for the Bristol Bites Back
Better campaign from end February 2021, supported by social media, press coverage, films shot on mobile and
more, inviting people to share their hopes and ideas for the future of food in their communities. By engaging people
in this way, the team hope not only to gather input for city food planning beyond submission for the Gold award, but
to encourage a greater sense of ownership of the city’s Good Food Movement in communities around Bristol.
Love Your Food, Respect Your Food, Enjoy Your Food community film series: The re-recruitment of the Community
Engagement Lead role coincided with the peak of activity in the Black Lives Matter Movement. Like many
organisations, Bristol Food Network were compelled to begin to reflect on how they could be proactively anti-racist,
and how existing practices may exclude some communities in Bristol from participating in conversations and activity
on sustainable food. As a first step in creating an environment for more open dialogue on food in Bristol’s diverse
communities, the Community Engagement Lead role and approach was left open to co-creation by the candidate.
The role was advertised through partners that could reach diverse audiences, and a candidate sought capable of
tackling the barriers to engagement that many communities experience.

Excerpts from the Love, Respect, Enjoy Your Food Film Series

The new recruit—reframing her role as Community Participation Lead—chose to focus her efforts on producing a
series of short films, each focussing on different aspects of food in the community, featuring individuals from diverse
communities in their homes and neighbourhoods. The films would be produced bilingually, featuring native speakers
of one of Bristol’s 91 spoken languages. Each film will connect back to the core concept of ‘love, respect, enjoy your
food’, a theme that was thought to resonate across diverse communities in different ways, and placing the emphasis
on our relationship with food, rather than our responsibility to be sustainable.
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By creating bilingual films, it is intended that the films will be used as a starting point to ignite discussion within
communities, creating narratives with which a greater number of people within diverse communities can readily
identify. Work towards this will be undertaken up to and possibly beyond submission for the Gold award.

Bristol Bites Back Better as a united banner for the city’s food organisations
One of the key aims of the Bristol Bites Back Better campaign is to increase the visibility of those progressing Bristol’s
Good Food Movement, and as such we have sought both to highlight who those actors are and to give each of them
a way of visibly belonging to that Movement under the campaign. Relevant engagement leads approached
community food organisations across the city, inviting them both to be represented on the website and in the Gold
bid, and to carry the Bristol Bites Back Better branding on their own assets to demonstrate their participation in
Bristol’s Gold bid, the recovery through food, and the coming decade of Bristol’s Good Food Movement.

iii.

Emergency Food Response

The speed with which individuals, and existing and newly formed organisations in Bristol responded to the needs of
those struggling to access food due to the pandemic and lockdown was staggering. This sense of action and
collaboration across the city strongly contributed to the sense of a collective food Movement in Bristol, and raised
awareness of what that Movement is able to achieve in times of crisis. The rallying cry of the food Movement was
strengthened further as it gathered around hospitality businesses and their employees that were struggling to stay
afloat through lockdown restrictions; the call to support local food producers and retailers wherever possible, and in
new ways, carried far beyond the usual reach of the food Movement’s sphere of influence.
Both the initial and ongoing response to food insecurity and the subsequent show of support for local food were
supported by impactful communications and quick-thinking action from organisations across the city, helping to
galvanise support from Bristolians. For example, Cheers Drive from Caring in Bristol pioneered a new, contact-free
way to get meals from some of Bristol’s top hospitality venues to the homeless; it garnered huge public support,
both through donated meals and volunteer time, and achieved a high level of recognition throughout the city
through provocative poster campaigns that dominated unused advertising space in Bristol during lockdown.
Similarly, Bristol Food Union formed quickly and began a highly visible campaign across the city, gaining support to
address several food issues relating to the pandemic. This included raising funds to feed frontline workers,
vulnerable adults, refugee families and many more groups in need of food with the support of Bristol’s independent
food and hospitality sector, as well as supporting the sector itself through high-profile campaigns such as ‘No More
No Shows’, and a campaign to drive people using the ‘Eat Out to Help Out’ scheme to local independents.
The team behind Bristol Going for Gold worked quickly to pull together the most useful and current information for
individuals who were unsure where to access help, for those who wanted to support the emerging response, and for
anyone looking for ways to support local food businesses. This information was held on the Bristol Food Network
website where it was felt more people turn to for this kind of information. Through the site we aimed to provide an
informative resource capturing the rapidly-evolving Good Food Movement in the city.

iv.

Black Lives Matter

The Black Lives Matter Movement resonated loudly in Bristol, with the toppling of Edward Colston’s statue making
world headlines. Organisations from within Bristol’s food Movement recognised a need to examine their way of
working—from recruitment methods, to communication and engagement strategies—and to respond in order to
open up their activities to diverse communities. Before the Black Lives Matter events of 2020, St Werburghs City
Farm had already undertaken a significant piece of research to investigate the barriers to access at the farm for
ethnic minority communities. The resulting report and action plan demonstrate a comprehensive approach to both
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exploring those barriers, and to setting out a clear, timely and result-focussed way of addressing the issues
uncovered.
The Community Farm has also taken a look at
immediate steps the social enterprise can take to be
more anti-racist, including ways they can help address
the significant white dominance in farming
employment, and seeking Black Lives Matter
champions to join their management committee.
The Movement inspired response from within Bristol’s
Good Food Movement, such as that of Ped Asgarian,
Executive Director of Feeding Bristol and Director of
Bristol Food Producers, and of Asher Craig, Deputy
Mayor and Chair of Bristol Going for Gold steering
group.
Bridging both the emergency food response and the
response to Black Lives Matter, organisations such as
Humanitarian Bristol recognised a need for a culturally
appropriate response to food insecurity in the city.
The group carried out a wide range of activity,
including cooking and distributing meals to vulnerable
Bristolians, delivering necessities, and sharing recipes,
all with the cultural needs of communities in mind.
Bristol Green Capital Partnership’s Black & Green Ambassdors programme exists to connect, empower and celebrate
diverse leadership and community action on environmental issues in Bristol and beyond. The latest cohort of
ambassadors broadcast a food-themed Black & Green radio show on Ujima Radio in January 2021 to talk about food
in relation to Bristol Going for Gold, hosting discussions about sustainable and resilient food choices and celebrating
local food and growing projects such as 91 Ways to Build a Global City, St Werburghs City Farm, Wild in St Pauls and
Halston Drive Community Garden.

6. Conclusions
Though Bristol Going for Gold has been the driving initiative behind Bristol’s bid to become a Gold Sustainable Food
City, it is only one element of Bristol’s thriving Good Food Movement, the true strength of which lies in the wide
spread of stakeholder organisations and grassroots projects driving the Movement. Finding space—whether
physically or virtually—for people to come together to explore and develop aspects of the Movement is essential in
helping it to thrive and to welcome in new people. The visibility of activity at every level is also notable: from its
active and self-motivating grassroots, to the commitment across a range of policies and initiatives from the local
authority.
The strength of Bristol’s Good Food Movement is evidenced in its key characteristics: it is communicative,
collaborative, inclusive, active, innovative, adaptive and transformative. Without any one of these ingredients, the
Movement could not continue to make the impact it does today, nor advance. Bristol Going for Gold has been
inspired by each of these characteristics, building on each to grow the Good Food Movement in a way that involves
the entire city and invites them to explore every aspect of the city’s food system.
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Bristol Going for Gold’s greatest strength is perhaps its capacity to capture stories from across the city’s rich food
community, using those stories to celebrate the existence of the Good Food Movement and inspire action from
others. It recognises the varying role different audiences play in the Movement, playing to those differences by
tailoring communications in a way that speaks directly to each audience. The Bristol Going for Gold website has been
critical to this approach – an interactive representation of Bristol’s Good Food Plan, and a way for individuals and
organisations to directly contribute to its realisation.
As with all best laid plans, the initial vision for Bristol Going for Gold was set on a new course by the dramatic events
of 2020. Despite this, the initiative found increased relevance in a city under lockdown, whilst organisations across
the city pulled together in an astonishing way to meet the food needs of the city. The way in which Bristol’s Good
Food Movement has risen the challenge, adapted, and thrown its doors open to let more people in is testament to
the strength of its foundations, and promises great things for its future.
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